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- **Chapter 1: Introduction**
  - Introduction to Digital Storytelling; Icebreaker; Wordle and Blog Assignments

- **Chapter 2: The Digital Story**
  - Digital Narratives; Animoto Story Project

- **Chapter 3: Story Design**
  - Web 2.0 Storytelling; Artifacts

- **Chapter 4: Storytelling and Social Media**
  - Digital Storytelling Collections and Collaboratives; Microblogging

- **Chapter 5: Interactive Storytelling**
  - Interactive Narratives; Virtual Worlds Story Project; VoiceThread Story Project

- **Chapter 6: Conclusion**
  - Miller; Final Reflections; Blogging Your Stories.

**Ask a Question**
Learning environment design: Ellen Murphy and Kathleen Stone
Every learning activity in Moodle can be exported to Mahara ePortfolio

that lifts the points of interest (module and

in color and headings to block out the
ether on one plane, so the screen's appearance

Edit | Delete | Reply | Export to portfolio

-Ellen Murphy
Director of Online Curriculum
https://voicethread.com/?#q.b409.i848804
Best Practices in the Online Learning Environment
Best Practices

• Teaching Presence
• Student-centered
• Critical thinking, self-reflection and independent learning
• Teamwork through collaborative projects
• Interactivity and community building
• Readings and virtual field trips
• Open resources and social media
• ePortfolios
Emerging Trends: Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs)
“Bottom line: There is still huge value in the residential college experience and the teacher-student and student-student interactions it facilitates. But to thrive, universities will have to nurture even more of those unique experiences while blending in technology to improve education outcomes in measurable ways at lower costs.”

Thomas Friedman
The New York Times

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/03/06/opinion/friedman-the-professors-big-stage.html?smid=pl-share
CMC11 Session 4: Transliteracy and Metaliteracy

Wikipedia, 2011, Rob Matthews

“London-based designer and Matthews explores the translation of objects, images, and ideas from one medium to another. His works display the playful and sometimes precarious or unwieldy results of his investigations into the authenticity of contemporary media.”

http://youtu.be/Stnfj9HFbzw
Welcome to VizMath: a cMOOC

About This Course

The course name is VizMath. The course creators are Betty Hurley-Dasgupta and Carol Yeager. Logo design and tech support by Retsam Zhang of Guangdong Province, China. The publisher is SUNY/Empire State College. The time zone is EST. And the license is Creative Commons by-nc-sa.

Register Here

Welcome to VizMath, a place where the beauty of math is celebrated. Here you will engage with mathematicians whose enthusiasm for math will be contagious. You will be encouraged to reflect on and share your own views of mathematics. And, we will join together to spread the word through our connected networks.

The development of this connectivist MOOC is still a "work in progress" with additions and edits occurring as we complete the build. It is open for registration and your perusal. The first "live" session is scheduled for 18 October 2012 at NOON New York time. Thank for your patience and understanding. Looking forward to seeing/reading you online.

http://math.cdlprojects.com/

38 participants currently registered
Faculty Development
Award winning Online Faculty Development

- **Orientation:** *Teaching Online at ESC*
- **Online resources:** Great Gateway, online newsletter, open Blog Commons, and Wednesday Webinars
- **Direct contact and support:** Welcome letter and phone call, individual consultation, centralized communications, course information and acknowledgement, and ongoing support
- **Collaborative Support:** Instructor meetings, shadowing and course observation, the annual CDL Conference and Mentor Retreat, and Adjunct Advisory Group
- **Data Analysis:** Instructor surveys and college wide student surveys for all studies
2011 Sloan-C Award
Excellence in Faculty Development
for Online Teaching

SUNY Empire State College
Student and Academic Support Online
Skill Assessments and Diagnostics

• Writing, Reading and Math
  • Criterion
  • Compass
  • SmarterMeasure

• Online Readiness
  • SmarterMeasure

• Skill remediation
  • MyFoundationsLab

• General Academic Skills
Online Tutoring Services

• Peer Tutoring and Course Assistants
  • Tutoring coverage for over 200+ CDL courses
• Smarthinking.com
  • Content tutoring
  • Writing assistance and paper submission options
• Regional Center Tutoring
  • Face-to-face tutoring at ESC locations across the state, when possible
Additional Academic Support Programs/Services

- Academic coaching
- Remedial/developmental writing coaching
- Online skills workshops
- Online study groups
- Soft academic skills development
  - Study habits, computer literacy, information literacy, learning styles, time/stress management, procrastination, etc.
- Academic and textbook reading strategies
- Academic term planning
- General academic counseling
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